June 6, 1923,

My dearest Lilian:

Beloved seeing your letter so much and it seemed such a long time since you had written to me.

Are sorry that you have not been real well this week but guess it was too much company and keeping late hours was the cause of it.

We surely did have a nice little rain but not enough to plant tobacco, hope will have some more tonight for I am anxious to plant part of my tobacco crop at least.

Sold one of our cows yesterday and drove her to Bedford today so that means not quite so much work for me right now.
Would like to be at Monte tonight but feel just too tired for the trip, besides have a headache from eating a late dinner.

Don’t you know I have not received the things I ordered from Roebuck over two weeks ago so which will remind them a reminder. Went to the bank and the check had been returned so the must have received the order.

Amburrt seemed to be perfectly at home and seem one may steps especially going to the mail box and driving the car.

Are starting this before supper which is something unusual for me to do any way will be out the way after supper and that means earlier bedtime. These short nights.

I am just finished my job of calling the meeting for tomorrow night as maybe can finish this before one bothered any more.
When did you saw so many toys
and first two girls as there was here day?

I was somewhat disappointed that the
girls did not come as had been told
to be prepared to entertain, but I felt
pretty good to what some did come
for I had a good time and know some
did not.

Jack had just as well let Fred alone
for cannot do a thing with him, besides
is going about it in the wrong way to
my way of thinking.

As glad I do not have any such troubles
to contend with, would not be jealous like
some people for anything, know they are
bound to be miserable all the time and
to my way of thinking when a person is
what way they can’t have the confidence
in others that they should.
I am hungry for a long chat about what, how about you? It surely has been a long time since we could say anything about and own affairs.

I may come up Austin Magic’s Sunday evening if we would like to see them anyway and may have a few words coming back that so if you will. Come with me. Think those new records prettier every time? Play them.

Jack just wanted that record because we thought it pretty and said something about it. Believe he was aiming to buy it for her as that was one reason I did not take her to see Toot Pearly on the week. Ha!

We may have a ball game here Sat. evening if so you must come down and help me play. Hope this may find you much better if not entirely well.

Yours, Wed.
Miss Lilian Nance
Moneta
Route #2
Virginia